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Materials and Methods

113
We combined experimental measurements and computational modeling to quantify changes in the ECAP 114 across DBS parameters and to identify the neural origin of the ECAP.
115
In vivo ECAP recording. We recorded the ECAPs generated during thalamic DBS in 17 male, domestic 116 short-haired cats (Table 1) are reviewed briefly here. Some of the data from experiments A to C were also used in previous 123 publications ( Kent and Grill 2011; .
124
With the cat prone and the head fixed in a stereotactic frame, a craniotomy was performed and 125 thalamic nuclei were located using stereotactic technique and single-unit microelectrode recordings. The 
163
We conducted pharmacological interventions to block specific neural elements and determine the 164 corresponding effect on the ECAP (Table 1) . Most pharmacological agents were administered using local 165 microinjection through a 22G needle cannula, which was connected to a 250 μL microsyringe (Model 166 1725, Hamilton) via saline-filled tubing (Fig. 1A) . The agent was loaded at the cannula end of the 167 injection system, and the cannula was implanted using a second micromanipulator at a distance of less (Table 1) , and quantitative analysis of ECAP 296 characteristics was performed using results from experiments with accurate electrode implantation.
297
The characteristics of ECAPs recorded with the monopolar symmetric configuration were 298 dependent on the electrode position and DBS parameters ( (Fig. 4E) . We selectively recorded the potentials generated by either individual activation of the 361 TC neurons or the presynaptic inputs to determine their corresponding ECAP contributions, and found 362 that the former was primarily responsible for the P1, P3-N3, and P LONG phases, whereas the latter 363 generated the N1 and P2-N2 phases and contributed to the P LONG phase (Fig. 4F) . Increasing DBS 364 amplitude or pulse width generated a greater extent of direct neural excitation, which paralleled an 365 increase in magnitude and/or duration of primary ECAP phases. In some cases, this also led to a cathodic-and anodic-phase first polarities, respectively. In contrast, the magnitude of primary phases was 611 larger with cathodic-phase first polarity for the computational ECAPs. In addition, the magnitude of the 612 experimental and computational ECAPs increased with DBS amplitude (Fig. 10B ) and pulse width (Fig.   613   10C ). Finally, using a lower DBS frequency in the model led to the generation of a small N2' phase, 614 which was present experimentally but unaffected by frequency (Fig. 10D) .
615
Using the model, we found that the ECAP recorded with the monopolar asymmetric configuration 616 was generated by action potential propagation in TC neurons and CTx inputs. The contribution of the 617 other neural elements to the ECAP was negligible. The action potential was initiated at a site near the 618 stimulation contact, and local circuit currents generated the negative N1' phase with propagation near the 619 positive recording contact, followed by a positive P1' phase with propagation near the negative recording 620 contact (Fig. 10E) . (Fig. 4 and 10) . However, the lack of DBS frequency effects on N2' 
649
The temporal pattern of neural activation observed for the monopolar symmetric configuration 650 was very similar for bipolar stimulation (Fig. 11, A-D, bottom row) . The primary phases corresponded to 651 direct neural excitation and secondary phases to post-synaptic activation. Selectively recording the ECAP 652 contribution from presynaptic inputs and TC neurons indicated that the former were primarily responsible 653 for all of the phases, N1", P1", and N2" (Fig. 11F) . 
